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PHASE 1: MATHEMATICAL FORMALISM & HIGH
PERFORMANCE COMPUTING

REDUCTIONIST’S APPROACH TO
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
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How Fast-Folding Proteins Fold
Kresten Lindorff-Larsen,1*† Stefano Piana,1*† Ron O. Dror,1 David E. Shaw1,2†
An outstanding challenge in the field of molecular biology has been to understand the process
by which proteins fold into their characteristic three-dimensional structures. Here, we report the
results of atomic-level molecular dynamics simulations, over periods ranging between 100 ms
and 1 ms, that reveal a set of common principles underlying the folding of 12 structurally diverse
proteins. In simulations conducted with a single physics-based energy function, the proteins,
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ZOOLOGY OF ENHANCED SAMPLING METHODS

Markov State Models, Milestoning, Transition Path Sampling, Transition Interface
Sampling, Forward Flux Sampling, Temperature Accelerated Molecular Dynamics,
Metadynamics, Umbrella Sampling, Blue Moon Sampling, String Method,Stochastic
Difference, … [and counting]

They are all too computationally demanding for many
biologically relevant problems.

PHASE 1: MATHEMATICAL FORMALISM & HIGH
PERFORMANCE COMPUTING

A USEFUL ANALOGY
Thermal activation
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IS THIS A "FREE LUNCH”?

All atom 3D structure of the native state are given in
input, not predicted
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HUGE COMPUTATIONAL GAIN
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PHASE 3: EXPLOITATION IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
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EXPLORING BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES
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All-Atom Simulations Reveal How Single-Point
Mutations Promote Serpin Misfolding
Fang Wang,1 Simone Orioli,2,3 Alan Ianeselli,2,3 Giovanni Spagnolli,2,3 Silvio a Beccara,2,3 Anne Gershenson,4,*
Pietro Faccioli,2,3,* and Patrick L. Wintrode1,*
1
Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Maryland School of Pharmacy, Baltimore, Maryland; 2Dipartimento di Fisica, Università
degli Studi di Trento, Povo (Trento), Italy; 3Trento Institute for Fundamental Physics and Applications, Povo (Trento), Italy; and 4Department of
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, University of Massachusetts Amherst, Amherst, Massachusetts

ABSTRACT Protein misfolding is implicated in many diseases, including serpinopathies. For the canonical inhibitory serpin a1-antitrypsin, mutations can result in protein deficiencies leading to lung disease, and misfolded mutants can accumulate in hepatocytes,
leading to liver disease. Using all-atom simulations based on the recently developed bias functional algorithm, we elucidate how wildtype a1-antitrypsin folds and how the disease-associated S (Glu264Val) and Z (Glu342Lys) mutations lead to misfolding. The deleterious Z mutation disrupts folding at an early stage, whereas the relatively benign S mutant shows late-stage minor misfolding. A
number of suppressor mutations ameliorate the effects of the Z mutation, and simulations on these mutants help to elucidate the
relative roles of steric clashes and electrostatic interactions in Z misfolding. These results demonstrate a striking correlation between
atomistic events and disease severity and shine light on the mechanisms driving chains away from their correct folding routes.
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All-Atom Simulation of the HET-s Prion Replication
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SARS-CoV-2 Replication
Spike

ACE2

Goals:
Repurposing of approved drugs!
Looking for suppressors of ACE2
expression levels
Figure taken from:
https://theconversation.com/where-are-we-at-with-developing-a-vaccine-for-coronavirus-134784
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PPI-FIT ON ACE2

Out of 9000 candidates, we found 35 molecules binding in-silico the
intermediate. Validation experiments on cellular bio-assays are ongoing.

DOSE-DEPENDENT RESPONSE

ential Binders of ACE2 Intermediate

E2 folding intermediate ligands was pursued by employing a drug
nique collection of 9187 compounds by combining libraries of drugs
Administration (FDA) and molecules at diﬀerent stages of currently
and Methods). The chemical collection was screened against the
a consensus virtual screening workflow (Figure 7). Two diﬀerent
T24 , were employed in parallel to predict the binding aﬃnity of each
ermediate pockets. Only compounds showing promising predicted
LeadIT HYDEaﬀ  50 µM) in both docking protocols were submitted
utoDock25 . This process identified two consensus sets (ADLBE  -6
45 compounds for pocket 1 and 238 for pocket 2. The top scoring
kcal/mol) and LeadIT (HYDEaﬀ  5 µM) were also added to these
binding mode and chemical similarity annotation for each ligand
its for pocket 1 and additional 21 for pocket 2 (Supp. Table 2).

matic of the virtual screening workflow employed for drug repositioning. Threeensional ligand interaction scheme (C) for the interaction of artefenomel with the
Purple arrows indicate H-bonds; green lines indicates the ⇡-stacking. Residues
ding to negatively charged (red), polar (cyan) and hydrophobic (green).

35 potential ligands for the ACE2 folding intermediate (Supp. TaFigure 8: Cell-based validation of candidate hits. Untransfected Vero cells were exposed to diﬀerent concentrations
and, 8 (ALK-4290, Iferanserin, Lifibrol, LY-2624803,
PF-00217830,
of each compound
(indicated) or vehicle (DMSO or Milli-Q or Methanol, volume equivalent) for 48 h, lysed and analyzed by
pitadine) were not commercially available. Instead,
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8 adwestern blotting.
Signals
were detected by using specific anti-ACE2 primary antibody, relevant HRP-coupled secondary
antibodies,
and revealed
using a ChemiDoc Touch Imaging System. Western blot images are representative examples
ydroxychloroquine, Piperaquine, Chloroquine,
Primaquine,
Amodidiﬀerent
experiments
(n
3). The graphs show the densitometric quantification of the levels of ACE2 (A). Each
and Amodiaquine), drug belongs to a classof of
antimalaria
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signal
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corresponding
total protein lane (detected by UV, and allowed by the enhanced tryptophan
al eﬀect against SARS-CoV-2 26,27 . While fluorescence
the precisetechnology
mechanism
of stain-free gels) and expressed as the percentage of the level in vehicle (Vhc)-treated controls.
active derivative hydroxychloroquine inhibitB.virus
is not
The replication
intrinsic toxicity
of each molecule was assessed by MTT assay. The graphs show cell viability values expressed
as percentage
mpounds may act by reducing the glycosylation
of ACE2of28 .vehicle (DMSO or MilliQ-water, volume equivalent)-treated cells. Concentration points were chosen

sfected Vero cells were exposed to diﬀerent concentrations
hanol, volume equivalent) for 48 h, lysed and analyzed by

ACTION ON A PSEUDOVIRAL VECTOR
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ACE-2 cellular
expression level

wering
drugs on the retroviral
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eﬃciency of a pseudotyped retroviral vector.
y of a pseudotyped
vector.
und atwith
the aindicated
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were transduced with a SARS-CoV-2-Spike protein
duced
SARS-CoV-2-Spike
protein

s (Figure 10).

ANTI-VIRAL ACTIVITY AGAINST LIVE SARS-COV2

5 and 6 µM. Significant inhibition of CPE was only observed betw
disappeared at higher concentrations (data not shown), likely due to
at such concentrations, as shown in the absence of SARS-CoV-2. A
observed with Beclabuvir at
1 µM and 10 µM.
Concentration
at At a concentration
cytotoxicity and lost antiviral activity. In the tested condition, Zipra
which it becomes active
in this assay.

Concentration at
which it becomes toxic

This value is in principle compatible with the maximum tolerated
dose in humans. More to follow…

NEW DIRECTIONS

SPACE IS THE NEXT FRONTIER!

Partners:
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Tel Aviv, U. Santiago de Compostela, INFN

mol; LeadIT HYDEaﬀ  50 µM) in both docking protocols were submitted
on AutoDock25 . This process identified two consensus sets (ADLBE  -6
ding 145 compounds for pocket 1 and 238 for pocket 2. The top scoring
s  -9 kcal/mol) and LeadIT (HYDEaﬀ  5 µM) were also added to these
on of binding mode and chemical similarity annotation for each ligand
ual hits for pocket 1 and additional 21 for pocket 2 (Supp. Table 2).

A MAIN LIMITING FACTOR

Impossible to crystallize
folding intermediates
on Earth

Microgravity
conditions may
the solution!
. Schematic of the virtual screening workflow employed for drugprovide
repositioning. Three-

o-dimensional ligand interaction scheme (C) for the interaction of artefenomel with the
ediate. Purple arrows indicate H-bonds; green lines indicates the ⇡-stacking. Residues
responding to negatively charged (red), polar (cyan) and hydrophobic (green).

icted 35 potential ligands for the ACE2 folding intermediate (Supp. Ta-

Towards the next generation of molecular
simulations
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Take home messages
1. Fundamental science breeds innovation

2. Cross-disciplinarity is key to tackle complexity.
But in return it requires to redefine expectations
3. The importance of swimming in muddy waters
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